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Why Cruz and Trump, who represent us (GOP) are prejudice against minorities
Why Cruz and Trump
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USPA NEWS - It is an irony and our dilemma of events coupled with unfortunate top Republican candidates, Messrs. Trump and
Cruz. Both of these candidates have continued their outright prejudice against all minorities,

nd now have accelerated their further onslaught to Islam and US Muslims. They have left nothing to generalization or imagination in
showing their alienating opinions about Islam by calling it radical Islam. On the other hand, President Obama, and Democratic
candidates Clinton and Sanders calls it to be a peaceful religion while respecting the US Muslims as the most patriotic law abiding
citizens, a sharp contrast of the two views!
Islam is religion of 1.5 Billion peaceful, hardworking, family people contributing to the humanity from algebra, engineering to medicine.
There are group of criminals in Muslim community as they are prevalent in every community, such as Nazis of Germany, KKK of white
supremacy.

and others, were never called or linked to a religion. We never hear any radical activist or revolutionary grouped linked to radical
Christian or never called Japanese red army as Radical Buddhist or Irish national liberation army is Radical Catholics. Targeting Islam
and Muslims is just outright wrong and unjustified. Using the current excuses of ISIL [Daesh] or attacking Islam by spreading
Islamophobia to define Muslims in US will not make America great again; rather it will hurt the US and its core values. No one can
define a religion any better than it is already defined and ratified, listen to the scholars of the religion, namely Pope.
If there are victims of terrorism and extreme militancy, it is the Muslims.

killed all over the world including destroyed land and infrastructures than anyone else in this world. They extremists are killing children.
They are killing Christians and Muslims in their home countries. These Republican candidates must learn and understand the
difference between ISIS and Islam.
Cruz's statement on last Tuesday that law enforcement should be empowered to "patrol and secure Muslim neighborhoods before they
become radicalized." Adding further to echoing statements from Trump, said the U.S.

should stop the flow of refugees from countries where the Islamic State has a significant presence. Trumps allegation that American
Muslims do not report known terrorist activities or potential actions growing in their localities is a new one. It is outrageous and
absolute nonsense that American Muslims somehow know of potential terror threats and fail to report them. Mr. Trump indicated to
Hillary after the Arizona primary, stating despite the horrible attack in Brussels today, she wants borders to be weak and open-and let
the Muslims flow in. It is just the continuation of Islamophobes that likes of Donald Trump have been trying to stir in this election
campaign.
These are indicative to leading United States to darkness.

a country as big as it is and its future leaders react to terrorism by targeting Muslims the way Jews were persecuted in the World War
II era. The leaders back then and the general public targeted them didn´t want the Jews here in the US. It is the same now that we are
allowing the front Republican runners are identifying people by their religion again, this time they are Muslims. Many Americans clearly
believes it is just as wrong to ban an entire religion referencing what one very small and radical minority is doing.

Enough of how Republican front runners have alienated minorities including their religion in the upcoming election. We have groups
that are far right and represented by Trump and Cruz.
In addition, Muslims are 7 Million and thanks to you will register all of them.I guarantee that even the Republicans like me will vote
democrats if one of Trump or Cruz will be our candidate. So wake up Messrs. Trump and Cruz, if you do not apologize soon and
correct yourself you will never be President of United States of America. You have a golden opportunity to grab the Muslims in your
favor and nearly the best shot against the Democratic Party.

Simple stupidity and ill-informed attitude will be the demise of these candidates if they do not realize how tight this election is going to
be and how these alienated minorities will hurt them.
These Republican front runners must come to senses and admit that not all Muslims are terrorists and not all terrorists are Muslims.



This goes without saying for other religions, case in point, not all Christians are messiah and not all peacemakers and righteous men
are Christians. This lesson must get across to Mr. Trump and the like sooner before it is too late to accomplish the dream to be elected
as the next President of the United States of America
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